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Chapter 1351 

 Matthew ignored him while holding a glass of wine in his hand. 

Among those people, Master Turner had the closest relationship with Tommy, with quite a few business 

interests going on between them. 

However, at that time, he immediately walked out of the private room, grabbed Tommy by the neck, 

and dragged him directly into the room. 

"Did you not hear Mr.Larson? He asked you to get in! Kneel right here!" 

He lashed out at Tommy. 

Master Turner was a smart person.He was also acting under Matthew's words.He knew that if the 

ignorant Tommy continued to stand outside so ignorantly, this matter might not end so easily later. 

After hearing his words, Tommy knelt down, as his entire body trembled.He leaned over to Master 

Turner and whispered, "Master Turner, this...Who exactly is this person? If you could just let me know 

his identity...Even if I die tonight, at least I die knowing the reason why" 

Turner glared at 

This is Mr.Matthew Larson from Eastcliff.He is Mr.Billy Newman's heir; Eastshire, including our Ten 

Greatest Families, now sees Mr.Larson as our 

shock as he locked at Matthew with 

the Masters of the Ten Greatest Families of Eastshire came in person and 

me, I wouldn't be able to withstand his single finger crashing down! 

Snow has offered thirty million to settle this matter just now, but you disagreed 

mouth to plead, "Mr.Larson, please don't tease me.I was so blinded by my earlier foolishness that I 

dared to go against 

shot like you—the gang leader of Eastshire, so powerful that even the Ten Greatest Families have to 

respect you—and your 

grimaced, and raw panic was in his voice 

H-How about 

held the wine glass in his hands and smiled indifferently, not giving him any 

was sitting beside him, stood up and kicked Tommy in the 

what, if you want to 

Tommy's expression changed. 

Chapter 1352  



Although Matthew's identity was scary enough, Tommy had never heard of his doings. 

Thus, he did not have a visual impression of Matthew.He still had hope, thinking that he might be lucky 

this time in the sense that Matthew would spare him. 

However, the crown prince of Mightwater was different! He was a devil's child and was infamous for 

being notorious in the Six Southern States. 

None of the rich kids from the Ten Greatest Families in each province—not even the big shots within-

would have a good end if they went against the crown prince. 

Although the crown prince had never been to Eastshire, Tommy had heard a lot of stories about him. 

If one were to offend the crown prince, they would end up either dead or disabled! Even the heirs of the 

Ten Greatest Families in each province had arrived at the same ending, let alone him? Tommy knelt on 

the ground and bowed while begging; he had lost all hope of struggling now. 

The crown prince grew impatient after seeing Tommy behaving this way. 

He picked up a glass bottle next to him and landed a blow directly on Tommy's head. 

"Shut up! Your voice is annoying me!" 

At that moment, blood dripped down Tommy's forehead, but he didn't even dare to wipe it. 

but had now ended up like a pathetic insect that 

hand, the nine Masters stood to the side and no one 

and the crown prince for someone like Tommy! The crown prince 

if it weren't for Matthew stopping him, he would have sliced off 

million to settle the matter, and the extremely distressed Tommy could only agree to 

he took his men and 

the door was Jerry, who tried to 

and proud. Now that he had witnessed Tommy kneeling on the ground begging for mercy, 

he could get in touch.He simply could not imagine what kind of giants Matthew and the crown 

did not bother to engage in a conversation with such a person, so he 

didn't stay 

was taken care of, they left one 

entire 

had all slipped 

the two girls who were previously brought into the room by the crown prince were still standing outside 

the door with 



saw the conflict between him and Tommy, they immediately went 

hook up with Tommy, but they never dreamed that the crown prince was the real big 

about this, both of them were full 

Chapter 1353  

Lucy couldn't help but stare at him. 

A beauty like her, and not to mention, she was also a popular star. 

No matter where she went, there would be people going after her and surrendering themselves to her. 

Reasonably speaking, this should have been Matthew's chance now that they were the only ones in the 

room. 

What does he mean by this? Why does it seem like I shouldn't be here? Lucy was a stubborn character; 

initially, she thought about leaving after thanking him, but after hearing his words, she was immediately 

annoyed. 

"Why can't I be here?" 

Matthew had only made a casual remark; he didn't expect that she would be annoyed.He scratched his 

head and explained, "I didn't mean that...I mean, this is my private room..." 

His words made Lucy even more irritated. 

"So, what's wrong with it? I didn't drink your wine, and I didn't eat your food.Do you mean I can't just sit 

here?" 

Matthew was dumbfounded.Why is she suddenly so angry? He simply stopped talking to avoid another 

conflict with her. 

really planned 

then, the more she thought about it, the angrier she became, so she just sat 

just stared at each other, 

Tommy rushing into the room.He held a card 

"Mr.Larson...h-here's five hundred million..." 

into a faint smile when he looked at Tommy's painful 

to discuss some personal affairs with Tommy and 

was fuming earlier, 

in another room?" he suggested 

head as he did not 

and walked out 



couldn't 

her this way! On the 

arrange a luxurious single room for Miss Snow: "Miss Snow, I'm 

felt angry, she wanted to 

after thinking about it, the room that 

ties, she definitely would not be able 

even bring any identification documents with her, which meant that she would end up on the streets if 

she left.So, 

Chapter 1354  

Horror appeared on Tommy's face as he looked at Matthew in disbelief. 

"Mr.Larson, W-What are you talking about? Keep an eye on the Ten Greatest Families? But why? D-

Don't they treat you with respect?" Tommy inquired. 

Matthew shook his head in denial. 

"It's all just a show.They aren't genuine at all.They're insidious underneath those deceptive facades.Only 

God knows how many times they have gone against me behind the scenes! That's why I need someone 

in Eastshire to watch them.And you are the best candidate." 

He had fully comprehended what Matthew meant by that.As Tommy stared at Matthew, he began to 

weigh the pros and cons in his head. 

Noticing that, Matthew demanded, "I know what you're hesitating about; there's no room for you to 

voice your opinion.It’s an order.Tommy Marshall, you have no choice" 

Aglint of resentment flashed across Tommy's eyes.He was clearly aware that Matthew was planning to 

impose the order on him. 

he decided to agree to 

could say anything.Then, he felt 

weak as he stumbled onto the ground.He thought he 

"W-What happened?" 

was shocked to 

Matthew 

pain, and he almost fainted on the spot.His eyes widened at Matthew upon realization.The pain was all 

because of 

curse in your heart.This kind of curse needs to be fed every three months, so you'll need the antidote 

from me to survive.Otherwise, if you 



terrifying truth scared the living daylights 

Voodooc's arrival in the Suburb of Eastcliff had circulated around Eastshire, so he knew 

his wildest dreams that 

he implored, as his voice quivered in fear, 

do as I say if you want to live.Tommy Marshall, you're a smart guy.You know what you should 

Chapter 1355  

In fact, this room was specially prepared by Tommy. 

Due to his assumption that Matthew fancied Lucy, Tommy specifically arranged for her to first take a 

breather in this room.He had set things up so that Lucy would be waiting for Matthew in the room. 

Sometime later, Tommy brought Matthew to the room Lucy was in as he had assumed that the two 

were in a relationship. 

However, that was very much not the case for Matthew and Lucy. 

Lucy was dead tired from the long day when she was brought to the room.She first took a shower before 

getting ready to call it a day.She definitely had not an inkling that there would be others entering the 

room after her. 

As for Matthew, he would never have expected Tommy to arrange for him to be sharing a room with 

others. 

As such, the two met in a strange and unexpected situation. 

At this point, Lucy—who was covering her chest with one hand—was screaming while she pointed at 

Matthew as she viewed him as the big bad wolf in this situation. 

Matthew himself was at a loss. 

"T-Take it easy...I didn't know this was your..." 

could finish his sentence, Lucy's towel unexpectedly came loose and fell, revealing Lucy's perfect figure 

to Matthew 

as awkwardness started to permeate 

to act by taking off his jacket with the intention of 

and thought of him as 

scoundrel! I'll fight 

crotch with her leg.If it were any other person that was doing so, Matthew would have retaliated by 

sending a kick back to the 

just an innocent girl in this situation, which was why he had reservations 

this situation, 



Lucy suffered further mishaps when 

putting all of her strength into her kick, the momentum had caused her to stumble forward the moment 

completely exposed herself in various 

she had never been through such humiliation before.She wanted to cover her 

tied in this situation, as regardless of how she tried to stand, she would be exposing herself to the 

if she were to 

bed sheet fell on 

aback and immediately turned her 

your clothes on in the back room;' 

questions as she couldn't understand what the man was planning.She couldn't fathom how this man—

who was alone with her in 

Chapter 1356  

After taking two steps backward, Matthew drank his elixir before rushing into the room to find Lucy—

who had the color drained from her face—unconscious on the floor. 

Looking at the unconscious Lucy, he immediately ran to the window. 

At this time, a man dressed in black had just descended onto the first floor with the rope Matthew 

found. 

With his face covered up, the man met Matthew's eyes before turning around, and left with haste. 

Without a shadow of a doubt, it was this man who had filled the room with poisonous gas from outside 

the window. 

The man had filled the backroom with the poisonous gas as he thought Matthew would be the one 

entering the backroom. 

Since the poison was virtually undetectable, Matthew would have been in a dangerous situation should 

he come in without caution. 

However, out of the man's expectations, Lucy was the first one to enter the room. 

Given that Lucy was not as capable as Matthew, she fell unconscious, as she was instantly affected by 

the poison. 

Matthew was about to give chase but had heard Lucy groaning behind him.He turned to find Lucy— 

with her hands around her neck—with a pained expression. 

and gave up the chase.He then opened up the window to circulate the air in the room before carrying 

noticed that the 

his elixir as a temporary solution 



he tore the clothes Lucy was 

he took out into several 

into Lucy—via his hand on Lucy's forehead—to expel the toxin in her, slowly 

after, a gush of mist came flowing out of Lucy's 

the poisonous gas Lucy 

the poison, the body had to be bare for 

have been impossible to get rid of the poison if the affected wore any clothes.It was only after the 

procedure had passed the 

dared not be complacent.He laid Lucy on the bed and covered her up with a thin blanket before sitting 

by her side to 

looking to see if there was any residue of the poisonous gas left inside of 

be fatal, it would be enough to severely cripple 

over her, Matthew called the crown prince for him to send 

night while staying beside her, which was fortunate for 

came.It was around nine o'clock when Lucy 

wanted to go back to sleep after she had opened her eyes in a 

the day before flashed 

Chapter 1357 

 "Don't you lie to me! It must've been you who poisoned me! You scoundrel! You...You're surely not a 

good person! Even...Even in my death, I definitely won't forgive you!" 

Does this woman have a delusion of persecution disorder? Matthew thought, as he was beyond 

speechless with the woman at this point. 

"It's up to you whether to believe me! Since you seem fine now, I'll take my leave here." 

Matthew stood up and was about to leave the room.But he was stopped in his tracks as Lucy latched 

onto him. 

"Trying to run? I won't let you! Right now, only one of us will be leaving the room alive!" 

Matthew was on the verge of breaking down. 

"Hey, miss.Do you mind putting on some clothes before talking to me? Do you think being naked is a 

good look on you?" 

Though Lucy was ashamed, she was filled with anger as well. 

"I...I...l am already defiled by you.Why would I still care about my appearance? You—" 



"Let's stop this tomfoolery;’ Matthew interrupted her mid-sentence. 

let's do a checkup at the hospital 

checkup, I...wait.W-What did...you just 

Lucy was still an inexperienced girl, especially when taking into the fact that 

indeed a rare breed to keep her 

point, Lucy's face was as red 

person and being hostile to men, she managed to keep herself pure all 

expect Matthew to see 

as she realized that she had not felt any pain or discomfort in 

if you don't believe me.Let's settle things with the medical report, what do 

glaring at Matthew even after he 

before she gradually came to trust his 

then I'll get a medical checkup.But! If...If you've really defiled my purity, then...I'll never let you off 

Matthew waved his hand and was about to leave the room.Yet, he was once again prevented from 

doing 

"Hey, wait a second!" 

Didn't we agree to settle this with 

turned crimson with 

am I supposed to do if you leave right now? You've already torn up all 

response.It was only after she pointed out the fact that he remembered doing such a thing.If he had left 

her alone here, that would have meant that Lucy 

have still called for her manager to 

been bad to leave 

Chapter 1358  

After placing the clothes appropriately in the room, the girls then left with tact. 

After a brief moment of being speechless to the scenery before him, he turned and said loudly, "The 

clothes are here.Come and choose one for yourself" 

"Just bring the clothes in here." 

Lucy's voice came from the backroom. 



Looking at the room filled to the brim with clothes, Matthew replied, "H-How am I supposed to do that? 

Come out here and pick them yourself!" 

Naturally, Lucy was unaware of what had happened and assumed that Matthew was intentionally trying 

to annoy her.She then came out of the backroom and said in anger, "What do you mean pick them 

myself? Cant you..." 

She stopped her sentence midway after finding the room was filled with clothes.To her, the room was 

now a treasure trove. 

As a celebrity herself, she had worn her fair share of luxury brand clothes. 

However, even she—as a popular celebrity—did not receive such treatment before.She could not stop 

herself from being dazzled by the sight of all these luxury clothes displayed together. 

Not a single girl would be able to refuse the sight before her. 

she was going around the room while looking 

shock when she saw the 

she was a famous celebrity, her newfound fame was still fresh, which meant that the money she had to 

could just easily buy such luxurious goods, 

like a dream for her right now to be able to choose her 

how every girl liked to shop, Lucy had the 

increased with every 

feelings of wanting to keep 

end and chose a few of the cheapest clothes available before going to 

Lucy came back to the room fully dressed, she was like a princess, as 

was slightly taken aback at her 

her attention at 

of her clothes, she 

Matthew waved his hand. 

be happy if you just stop 

Lucy blushed in response. 

body in the room and noticed 

the fact that the man before her was truly a 

Chapter 1359  



Both Matthew and Lucy were thoroughly dumbfounded.It was shocking enough when those clothes 

were delivered here, and now it was all these bags? Did the crown prince just buy everything from some 

luxury store? 

 "Why all these bags?" Lucy asked timidly while looking at Matthew for an answer. 

Though Lucy adored all these bags, she was clear on her own status and standing, which was why she 

did not have the audacity to receive them. 

One of the salesgirls laughed. 

"Miss, a girl must have on them an appropriate bag that matches their look.And don't worry.All these 

bags have been paid for.Hence, these are all your bags now.You can change which bag you want to carry 

easily now.Well, since we've delivered the goods, we'll take our leave here!" 

Saying that, the girls all left one after another. 

Lucy turned to Matthew. 

"I...I only wanted some clothes to wear.Why are you doing all these..." 

Helplessly, he replied, "I have no idea myself" 

Matthew had only asked for the crown prince to send some clothes over and had not expected him to 

actually bring the whole store to Matthew. 

we do 

gulp while looking 

would be able to resist the temptation of all these designer bags, even if that girl 

Matthew replied, "Just do what you 

calls, leaving a dumbfounded Lucy 

phone out and was about to call the crown prince, but stopped after noticing a luxury car came 

his face, the crown prince rolled 

a wild night.You even ripped her clothes up? I 

at the crown prince, Matthew went into a fit 

a wild night? It was because that woman was poisoned, which led to 

Matthew's explanation did the crown prince 

that's the story.Ah, 

reply 

you to send some clothes over, not to bring the whole store over.Are you bragging about your 

blame me for that since you didn't clearly explain what happened and only said that you tore 



you and Lucy were madly in love with each other.If so, doesn't that make Lucy my sister-in-law? And, 

since she is my sister-in-law, 

that, Matthew finally understood why the crown prince acted that 

do now? How about just returning all those 

prince waved 

Chapter 1360  

The market looked to be from the nineties and had various kinds of goods. 

With a puzzled expression, Matthew followed the crown prince from behind as the two reached a 

particular stall at the end of the market. 

Next to the stall was a banner that read: ‘Fortune Teller Lennon.See what your future holds!" 

Matthew then turned to look at the stall owner. 

The owner was a slit-eyed mustached middle-aged man with his hair greasy and his teeth yellow. 

With his greasy hair combed into a middle part style, the owner looked just like a lackey that would 

betray others without a second thought. 

The owner was stroking his mustache with both hands while eyeing—like a thief eyeing a box of 

treasure—at mainly the bottoms of all the girls passing by. 

If any of their bottoms were slightly bigger than average, the owner would continue to stare at them 

until they were out of sight. 

Should any of these girls come any closer to his stall, he would definitely seize his chance to tell them: 

"Miss, it looks like there are dark clouds looming over you.I'm afraid that there would be bloodshed in 

your immediate future.How about letting me have a closer look at your fortune? Though I am but a 

fortune teller, privy to the heaven's secrets, I aim to save the common man.Do not turn your back on 

me, for it is your destiny to have met me" 

the girls to immediately run away in fear when the owner— looking the way he was—said 

closer and 

tell me what would be my luck 

prince, his gaze immediately went to the back of the latter, as 

the owner shook his head in disappointment before replying, "Why is it just 

he would have already ordered the person's execution.Nevertheless, the crown prince was tolerant of 

owner's question, not only was the crown prince not in anger, but he even smiled before replying, "My 

mother 

back in 



me.That way, I can keep staring at her all day long.After all, I can only see this as your mother's 

rolled his eyes, but was still not in 

behavior, Matthew became dumbfounded, as it was the first time for him to 

monstrous the crown prince was, and just how extreme 

had the audacity to insult his mother 

was still being 

is this 

I'll introduce you.This man right here is Melvin Lennon.Melvin, 

not even bother to raise his head and 

 


